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ON THE CENTENARY OF THE BIRTH OF

CHRISTO YANKOV CHRISTOV
1915-1990

This issue is dedicated to the centenary of the birth of Christo Yankov
Christov – the outstanding scientist, teacher and organizer of Bulgarian Physics.
Ch. Ya. Christov was born on 12 June 1915 in Varna in a family of teachers.
He lost his parents in an early age. Already in his school years, he manifested
remarkable mathematical abilities noticed by the renowned Bulgarian mathe-
matician, professor Ljubomir Chakaloff (1886-1963), who advised Christov to
study Mathematics. After graduating in 1934, he earned the only scholarship
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(curiously, the exam was in literature) of the Ministry of Education and enrolls
at the University of Sofia. In 1938, he graduated both Physics and Mathematics
with excellent marks. After recommendations of another renowned Bulgarian
mathematician, professor Kiril Popov (1988-1966), Christov obtained a grant
for further specialization under the scientific guidance of professor Francis Per-
rin in Paris (1938-1940). Unfortunately, his research has been interrupted by the
Second World War.

The first scientific works of Christov were in the field of pure Mathematics. In a
series of papers he first gave a solution of the so-called Pompeiu problem. The
Pompeiu problem remains, even today, a challenge for many mathematicians
because of its progressively unraveled connections with different fields in Math-
ematics, such as harmonic analysis, complex function theory, partial differential
equations, etc. That is why, it is of special interest for us to scrutinize Christov’s
contributions to this topic.

The Pompeiu problem takes its name after the famous Rumanian mathemati-
cian Dimitrie Pompeiu (1873-1954), who was the first to raise the question: for
which bounded region D in the xy-plane a continuous function f(x, y) equals
identically zero given ∫

σ(D)

f(x, y)dxdy = 0, (1)

for any rigid motion σ of the plane? Such a bounded region D is said to have
the Pompeiu property. In his papers on the subject, Pompeiu asserted that a disk
of any radius possesses Pompeiu property and even published (1929) an erro-
neous proof (the error was found and broadly announced among the mathemat-
ical community by another famous Rumanian mathematician, Miron Nicolescu
(1903-1975)). Later Pompeiu proposed a weaker statement: the above property
holds for a square assuming that f(x, y) tends to a limit at infinity. Namely
this restriction was later removed by Christov. He proved also that the Pompeiu
property holds for more general cases: a parallelogram, a trapezoid and for an
arbitrary triangle too [1-3]. These papers are widely recognized and cited up
to now as basic results in the mathematical literature on the Pompeiu problem
[4-6].
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G.N. Flerov, Ch. Ya. Christov, N.N. Bogolyubov (Dubna, 1969)

With time Christov has turned his interests to the field of Theoretical Physics
preserving the mathematical precision – this remains a characteristic feature of
his work-style. He made considerable scientific contributions to the fields of
Axiomatic of Physics, Quantum and Classical Mechanics, Theory of Relativity,
Nuclear Physics, Application of the Group Theory in the Theory of Elementary
Particles, Electronics, Statistical Physics and in some selected topics of pure
Mathematics. He was the first to introduce the concepts of asymptotic numbers
and asymptotic functions, a new generalization of the notion of function. These
generalized functions (in contrast of the well known generalized functions (dis-
tributions) of Sobolev-Schawartz) are closed with respect to multiplication and
admit algebraical and analytical operations (see, for example, the first paper in
the present issue). He wrote alone or in collaboration more than 100 scien-
tific and numerous popular articles. Christov is also known as the author of
two of the best university textbooks in Bulgaria: “Electrodynamics” (1955); and
“Mathematical Methods in Physics” (1951 – first edition, 1967 – second revised
edition).

One of the most fruitful period of his scientific activity was 1957–1958, when
he was a guest-professor at the Department of Statistical Physics of the Moscow
State University headed by N.N. Bogolyubov. In 1963 he was working at the
Laboratory of Theoretical Physics of the Joint Institute of Nuclear Research
(JINR) in Dubna.

Almost 50 years of his life Christov devoted to the “St. Kliment Ohridski” Uni-
versity of Sofia. He passed all academic degrees – from an assistant to a full
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professor in 1951 in theoretical physics. He was the first lecturer of such basic
courses as Mathematical Methods in Physics and Electrodynamics at the Faculty
of Physics. He was a dean of the Faculty of Physics and Mathematics (1958-
1960) and rector of the “St. Kliment Ohridski” University of Sofia (1973-1974).

Since 1961 Christov became a regular member of the Bulgarian Academy of
Sciences, where he initiated the investigations on theoretical physics in the Bul-
garian Academy of Sciences (since 1948). He was subsequently: Head of the
Department of Cosmic Radiation at the Institute of Physics of the Bulgarian
Academy of Sciences (1962-1968), Deputy director (1968-1970) and Director
(1972-1973) of the Institute. He founded the Institute of Nuclear Research and
Nuclear Energy and for the next 17 years was its permanent Director. He was a
Vice-president of the Bulgarian Academy of Sciences (1973-1977).

Christov was also one of the founders of the “Bulgarian Journal of Physics”,
member of its Editorial Board and for many years Head of the Bulgarian Physi-
cal Society and its Honored Chairman until the end of his life.

Christo Ya. Christov spared no efforts in ensuring the international contacts of
Bulgarian physicists, being an enthusiast of the JINR in Dubna ever since its
foundation. He has been a member of the Scientific Council of JINR for many
years (1957-1989), Vice-director of JINR (1968-1970), and Plenipotentiary Rep-
resentative of Bulgaria in JINR (1972-1989).

Remembering a conversation with professor Kiril Popov, Christov shares that
afflicted with his feeling of lack of time for his own scientific work because
of his numerous administrative and teaching obligations, he cited the proverb:
“The watermill does not grind with water that has been spilled”. The immediate
Popov’s reaction was: “But, it irrigates fields”.

For his recognized contributions to the development of Physics in Bulgaria
Christo Ya. Christov was awarded with:

— the highest state honour “Dimitrov prize for science” (1956),
— the order “Georgy Dimitrov” (1985),
— the “Labor Red Banner order” of the Presidium of the Supreme Council

of the USSR (1976),
— the order “People’s Republic of Bulgaria” (1975),
— the order of “St.St. Ciril and Methodius” and others.

He was awarded with the honor titles “Estimated figure in science” (1969) and
“People’s figure in science” (1972).

Christo Ya. Christov was known for his erudition, teaching skills, and for his
severity combined in a unique way with great loyalty and humanity.

On March 20, 1990 the highly appreciated Bulgarian scientist Academician
Christo Yankov Christov suddenly passed away.

N.S. Tonchev (Editor-in- Chief)
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